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PROLOGUE

THE TIGER COULD already taste the boy.
He burned his way through the Jungle, 

bright hide① lighting the brush with flickers of 
black and orange as he cut through the night.

There was no real fire, no spark of man’s Red 
Flower—not yet—but the fury in his belly could 
have razed the world. Only one thing could sate② 
his hunger.

The tiger ran on, up and over the trees’ great 
feet that curled their toes into the cold earth. 
Past the vines that coiled like snakes at his heels, 
he ran. He thought of his prey with sinister 
delight. He wanted his prey to be strong, to have 
fight in it. Easy would be an insult. Easy was not 
the tiger way.

Tigers have few tales. Some say tigers don’t 
have time for stories. They move too fast, their 

① hide n. 皮，毛皮 ② sate v. 满足（欲望）
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paws too burdened, their mouths already too 
full. There’s no room for tales on their tongues. 
But every tiger has one tale: the tale of the hunt. 
The hunt that lasts a lifetime. The kill that writes 
the hunter’s story in fear and blood.

The tiger was telling his story now. With 
every leap and bound and stretch of his great 
shoulders, he told his story. He smiled as he ran, 
white teeth like shards① of moonlight filling his 
mouth.

Shere Khan hunted the man-cub②.

① shard n. 碎片 ② cub n. 幼崽
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THE CHASE

THE MAN-CUB RAN. He scuttled over the 
Jungle’s back, grabbing branch and boulder and 
hurling himself forward, moving so quickly he 
was closer to falling, always just catching himself 
with his next footfall.

Mowgli picked up his pace, barely breathing, 
his body like the river—moving, bending, 
twisting but never breaking, surging between 
trees and over earth, rushing from one moment 
into the next. He pushed himself faster and 
faster, the leaves whipping at his face and arms.

The boy was twelve, or as close to that as 
anyone could figure, and his body was lean and 
muscled, brown as the bark of the banyan① tree 
and hairless as the crocodile, save for a tuft② of 
unruly black hair atop his head. He had lived in 
the Jungle all his life, and it showed as he moved 

① banyan n. 榕树 ② tuft n. 一绺头发
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like a native animal through the trees.
He leapt and tucked his body, flipping onto 

a high branch, then heard sudden movement 
behind him. Instinctively①, he leapt off the edge 
of a great thick tree branch and vaulted from the 
Jungle canopy.

Mowgli landed in the midst of a pack of 
young wolves and moved on all fours as the 
others did. They snapped at him as they sprinted 
together, then reorganized themselves around 
Mowgli and ran in a pack, breathing as one, each 
footfall beating the earth—the music of the hunt, 
the song of the Jungle.

For an instant, they were a single beast. 
From behind, the shadow of their pursuer gained 
ground, and the wolves rushed forward, pushing 
ahead of the man-cub. Behind them, the cat② 
never faltered, never slowed, its great muscular 
body built for the hunt.

Mowgli strengthened his resolve, putting 
more into every move, every lunge, but the 
wolves were leaving him behind. They were 

① instinctively adv. 本能地 ② cat n. 大型猫科动物
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faster, their shorterlegs more powerful than 
Mowgli’s. 

The creature tracking him was closing the 
gap. Mowgli couldn’t look back. He knew his 
only hope was to think differently. He could 
never outrun such a large cat, but maybe he 
could outthink it. Or, better yet, outclimb it.

Mowgli reached out and grabbed vines as 
he ran past a large-bellied tree, his momentum 
swinging him high enough to scramble into the 
tree’s head of branches. There wasn’t a moment’s 
hesitation in Mowgli’s steps; he moved along 
the tree as if born to it, narrowly avoiding 
catastrophe① with a simple pivot of his toe or 
duck of his dark, shaggy-haired head.

Then he was flying again, feet leading, 
belonging to neither the Earth nor the heavens, 
before landing on the next outstretched limb, 
which cried out with a terrible crack! The branch 
beneath him tore away from the tree, falling. 
And Mowgli fell with it.

The earth spanked Mowgli, the impact of his 

① catastrophe n. 灾祸
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